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Mission Statement
The Nighthawk Review is a literary journal dedicated to publishing the
creative works of students at the USU Eastern and representing the
creativity and talent of the student body. All genres of creative writing
are to be represented within these pages and all writers-so long as they
are USU Eastern students-are invited and encouraged to submit work.
All work is to be chosen from an editorial board of student editors and,
while there will be faculty supervision, the content of the journal will be
chosen by the student editors to ensure that this publication is created
by the student population for the student population.
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Body Language
Jessi Whisenant
"I'm hungry!" Mouth shouts.
''You're far too loud," Ear pouts.
"Check out my abs," Stomach growls.
"Oh, shut up," Lip scowls.
''What abs? I see none," mocks Eye.
"I can't see at all," Tongue sighs.
"Sucks to be you!" Knees score.
"Hey," Bellybutton squeaks, "that's uncalled for."
''What's going on up there?" yells Foot.
Hands snap, ''You just stay put!"
"I feel neglected," sniffs Nose.
"I hate you all!" Big Toe bellows.
Then an angry silence falls,
And a small, hidden voice calls,
"I need to pee."

Untitled
Jessi Whisenant
"Mother," a young girls asks,
"What is a story?"
Her mother pauses
And turns to her child
And says,
A story is alive
As are you and I.
A Story beats with the heart
Of all those who have strained an ear to listen.
On the breath of a Storyteller
A Story soars.
A Story is rushed with blood,
Layered with skin.
A Story is a child
Learning as it goes.
A Story is a mother
Caring, teaching, those
Who listen.
A bear cub asks his father
"What is a story?"
The big bear pauses
And turns to his child
And says,
A Story is a bee,
The caretaker of the honey,
Flying so straight and swift
You can only catch the hum of its passing.
A Story is a snake
That moves so slowly
It seems motionless
Curled up in the sun.
A Story can vanish
Like smoke in the wind
A story can linger
Like perfume in a
Bear's nose.

I am a Storyteller,
But I have told no story
It waits to be told
Deep in my heart,
Dormant like a bear
In winter.
Patient, like a mother for her child.
It is my Story.
Whisper it now,
And remember the tale
I tell you
While the sun shines upon us.

The

Death

of Tommy

kins
Cliff Green

It was in many years past that my older brother was living with
our grandparents, while saving to purchase his own place. One day, he
brought home a beautiful kitten with big green eyes, long white fur, and
faded orange colored ears and tail. Tongue-in-cheek, he named the adorable little fur ball, "Vicious."
It would be a prophetic utterance, because it was soon clear
that this fuzzy little monster was aptly named. Any attempts to hold
Vicious garnered a warning hiss for the first offence. The penalty wasn't
so lenient for the second offence. For those foolish enough to continue
trying to pet him, the reward was sofa sharpened claws pulling the
shrieking victim's digits towards a maw full of pointy white daggers. "I
just wanted to love him," my little sister sobbed as she held out her
gnawed on knuckles for the soothing balm of Band Aids.
For reasons devoid of logic, Grandma-ma took a shine to that
thing from the eternal pit, and renamed him "Tommykins." After my
brother moved out, in a "kind gesture," he gave grandma-ma the hell
beast. For the next two decades, she lavished the kind of love, attention
and money on that hateful flea bag that her own two children had achingly hoped for, and never received. Our mother, with a long sigh of
eternal suffering, would often state: "My motl1er spends more money
keeping that sickly tomcat alive than she ever did on your uncle and
me." Sorry, Mom. You just didn't love Grandma-ma like ol' Tommykins
did.
As time went on, we noticed that mini Tommykinses had
sprung up all over the neighborhood, complete with his trademark hissing and claw swipes. "Tommy's done his duty," Grandpa would say wiili
a mix of humor and pride. After a few too many years ofTommybastards parading all over the northern Orange County area, and Tommykins becoming scarred and partially blinded through his perpetual war
with the other horny neighborhood cats, it was decided (by grandmamama) that Tommy finally got that special visit to the vet. Tommykins
returned just as mean, albeit two testicles lighter. "That cat has no balls
at all," Grandpa said with a mix of humor and sorrow.
Grandma-ma's most devoted act of love towards Tommykins's
general well being became a thing of fanuly myth and legend. This particular Tommy-tale is oft repeated around reunion campfires. On a visit,
I was playing a now archaic Atari video game with my older broilier.
Out of the blue, we heard an ear piercing, caterwauling screech of agony
coming from the living room. As we bolted towards the commotion, I
offered the now famous question, "What is grandma doing, shoving

something up that cat's ass?" It turned out that I could recite prophetic
utterances as well because Grandma-ma had Tommykins pinned on the
piano bench with one arm, and was sodomizing him with a turkey baister sized thermometer with the other. "Ah ... hey grandma, what are you
doing?" I somewhat incredulously asked. While she paused to explain
that the veterinarian wanted her to take Tommykins's temperature, the
violated feline bolted for freedom. We wouldn't see prison bitch Tommy
for several weeks.
Among Tommykins's many ailments was that he had what the
vet called Feline Acne, or as we called it, a case of the "zitty kitties." This
skin disease made Tommy look like a teenager that had invested in more
than their fair share of fast-food and chocolate. The fact that his acne
made all the hair on his chin fall out did much to perpetuate the growing
family rumor that he was indeed from the infernal pit. After all, with his
white heads and scratched out iris, Tommy genuinely looked like the cat
from Stephen King's Pet Semetary.
Instead of dishing it out, Tommykins would occasionally find
himself on the receiving end as well. No one brought the funk, no one
brought the noise, but our "war fatigued" Uncle Funkle brought the
rubber bands. With a mischievous abandon, he would lurch around
grandma-ma's cramped "step-saver" home, and systematically twack
Thomykins with those big green newspaper elastics. "Ooooooh,
Tommy," he would say as another supersonic rubber band bounced off
Tommy's furry hide. Maniacal laughter would fill the room as Tommykins sought a futile refuge under the bookcases and skirtless couches.
Yet another green missile found its mark as Tommy made an impressive
leap out an open kitchen window. This spectacle went on for months,
until the EVENT.
Tommykins wasn't one to forget that particular event. Forgiveness? He was a cat, after all. He waited for the right moment to square
up with his rubber band flinging foe. Uncle Funkle prepared for his
UHF Saturday afternoon Creature Double Feature by first, kicking off
his sneakers, and second, plopping down hard on the Lazyboy, TV remote clinched firmly in hand. It was at that moment of B-movie bliss
that Tommykins attacked, sinking his pearly canines into Uncle Funkle's
big toe. Funkle bolted out off the couch, shrieking like a horror show
actress, with 15 pounds of corpulent kitty carnage attached.
"Let Go!" Uncle Funkle yelled.
"Rrraawwwwwwrrrff!!" Tomy replied.
"Get off me you fat f ... king feline!!" Uncle Funkle screamed.
"Raaaaooorrrfffftpt" Tommy exclaimed through fastened
fangs. At that point, Uncle Funkle was jumping around like a one legged
man at a tent revival. In a desperate attempt to dislodge Tommy, Uncle
Funkle made a perfect spinning circle, successfully dislodging Tommykins in a spray of torn toe gore. Tommy thudded against the wall,

shaken, but victorious. With a satisfied hiss of triumph, Tommy fled the
scene.
It was after the big toe brouhaha that Tommykins and Uncle
Funkle achieved detente. They realized that they worked better as allies
than as foes ... especially after Mom moved in with Grandma-ma with
her youngest kits.
In 2001, after 20 years of life, Tommykins met his end in what
could be considered an anti-climatic fashion. Mom, in a mad dash,
backed over Tommykins with her antiquated, boat-sized Chrysler Behemoth, Ltd. My sister, in the back seat, was an eyewitness to the events.
She would later relate how it sounded like Mom had run over two sections of garden hose: Ka-dunk -Ka-thunk. "Hey, Mom you just
squashed Tommykins," my little sister said.
"Oh Gosh!" Mom was quoted as saying.
Everyone in the family would gleefully tease poor Mom about
murdering Tommykins. We would make sure that we knew she had a
motive. That in a long pent up, jealous rage; she snuffed that decrepit
feline with all the fury that only the least favorite child could muster.
With an exasperated rush of words, mom would always exclaim: "I didn't even see him there!"
"Sure mom," we would say. "Sure."
Deep down, we secretly suspected that things were less tidy
than just another car-flattened kitty. There was something that smelled
suspiciously fishy, kind of like Tommykin's ridiculously overpriced
'Tuna flavored' Fancy Feast cat chow.
In his twilight, doddering Tommykins would lay there on the
concrete slab of a front porch, day after day. Cataracts were closing the
vision in his one remaining good eye. His wobbly, arthritic legs had become too weak to support his well-fed bulk. His caregiver had become
too ill herself to tend to his accustomed needs.
Tommykins bided his time with the patience of Job. With the
cunning and skill of his jungle ancestors, he watched and planned. Every
day, Tommy would notice Mom systematically not check her mirrors,
not look around her, not pay attention to anything but the task at hand.
He mentally jotted down that she was always rushing somewhere, perpetually late for something or someone. His day arrived, and Tommy
saw his chance.
In a ritual repeated so many times, Tommy could hear my
mom saying, "where's my purse?" Where are my car keys?" Fifteen minutes or so later, the sound of furniture being scraped across an old
wooden floor yielded the metallic clinking of the errant keys. "Found
'em!" someone would say. Then, the woman and her hated kits would
stampede into the green smoking monster.
Tommykins knew that he had to time this perfectly. He pushed
himself from the porch into the well irrigated crab grass and gravel, a

prayer to his kitty deity Bastet in his heart. Through force of will,
Tommy exuded all his remaining strength, and plopped himself on the
driveway behind the POS-mobile.
Perhaps his last thoughts were of the far too many indignities
from his home, now full of resentful subordinates. Maybe it was the
permanent emotional scares of an unorthodoxly checked temperature,
or worse still; the flashbacks of the zinging green missiles of pain.
For those of us who actually liked cats, just not evil ones, we
hoped that his last thoughts were of Grandma-ma, the one person who
truly loved him, who tenderly held him in her arms while he smugly
showed his contempt for the whole world.
Yes, we teased Mom about murdering that mangy feline, but
we knew she hadn't. Tommykins, being a cat, had an inherited sense of
flair. He exited this world on his own terms, beholden to none.

Through

the Eyes of Depression
Katie Marquez

When you close your eyes,
It's not always there.
Some days are better than others,
But you don't get to choose when or where.
It lives deep inside of you,
You feel it in your core.
You try to ignore it
But you have no control.
It makes you suffer without relief,
It makes you feel such deep and bitter grief.
Denying its existence doesn't do a thing,
It's just an exhausting way to live.
Depression isn't just sadness,
No, it's so much more than that.
It takes control of you and won't let go,
The fear that consumes you
Now owns you and won't set you free.
Your soul is screaming for help,
But no words come out.
A silent killer lives within you,
Desperation you could do without.
The feeling that no one knows and no one cares,
Feeds the beast that isn't welcome there.
The voices scream in your head,
To remind you that you are alone.
Your heart pounds so hard,
It makes you want to run.
Where would you go?
Whom would you seek?
Wanting to face your demons,
But feeling much too weak.
There is no hope for me now,
Nothing I can do.
I'll just let this consume me,
It's easier just to give in.
But there is that little voice
That begs to try again.
Like a breath of fresh air,
Or a ray of shining sun.
The possibility of happiness,

Just beyond the horizon.
Do I have the strength?
Do I have the will to try?
A push in the right direction,
Words from someone else.
I start to change my way of thinking,
Begin to believe in myself.
Depression is ugly, unkind, and just cruel,
But on the other side is help to pull me through.
It's a battle I am willing to face,
A foe not a friend.
What it all comes down to
Is my willingness to not give in.
I no longer look at life
Through the eyes of depression.
Now I have the strength
To see what it wanted to hide.
I live my life to the fullest,
Every day and every night.
I lean on those around me,
To help me through my dark
And trying times.
Depression no longer owns me,
I control myself.
I am thankful for the possibilities
And the faith I have in myself.

Truth

Contained
Carrie Ann Johnson

Truth honors itself
with questions.
Doubts are welcome;
they strengthen
foundations
truth began.
Truth, flexible,
shapes itself
to fit space
allowed by each
one searching.
Truth changes
to meet desires
of those claiming
to hold it.
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The

Fall
Brookelle Langi

With shaking hands, I reached up and felt the cool metal on
my palms. I entwined my fingers in the chain-link fence, and began to
climb. I was climbing to my destiny or my fate. As I neared the top of
the fence, I swung my leg over the other side and began my descent.
My destination wasn't somewhere most people would think of; in fact,
only a small handful of people would want to experience the awe inspiring view from outside the barrier of a freeway overpass. As I watched
the cars scurrying on the road below me, I wondered how many of
them even knew that I existed. How many of them knew that with the
release of my hand they would end my life, forever entwining our fates?
Would I then change their lives and put them in the same frame of
mind as me? Would they feel alone in a world full of people, people that
don't understand a thing about them? At moments I think - "let go, just
be done with all of this loneliness. Just let it end."
I haven't always been like this. Growing up, I had great aspirations. Every one of those aspirations involved me and my best friend
since the age of three, Sierra. We grew up in a very small farm town, but
had no intentions of staying there for long. In our hometown, if you
traveled more than three blocks away from Main Street, the streets lost
their names and not a one of them were paved. In school, Sierra and I
were always active. Since we had a class of one hundred and fifty; all
students who wished were allowed to piggyback activities. Not only
were we cheerleaders, but we could play on any team we wanted, and
juggled our time between as many activities as possible. I would have
been happy to just act in the school plays, join the softball team, and
spend the rest of my time dreaming of the day that we got out of this
town. Sierra and I had big plans we were going to college in "the big
city." We were going to be just like the girls on TV: always having fabulous events to go to, and running from sun up to sun down. Everything
was going according to plan; well, for me at least. I graduated top of my
class, captain of the softball team, with glowing recommendations from
my debate instructor, and more than one or two starring roles in the
school plays. I had been accepted to The University of Texas with a
hefty scholarship to cover the expenses that were sure to come. Sierra,
on the other hand, had enjoyed our extracurricular activities a little too
much. Her grades weren't very strong and, in our senior year, she had
found "the one." I didn't take any of it very seriously because our plans
had been in effect for so long. I just figured Johnny was another one of
Sierra's projects. She liked to take misfits under her wing and help them
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"grow." What she found entertaining or fulfilling in her projects I will
never know. Johnny was never one of my favorite people but I would
have never guessed he was capable of harming anybody.
Sierra had been waitlisted to the University of Texas and was
going to spend the summer, and school year if not accepted, saving up
money working at the only store in town. She also had a side business
helping out farmers with odd jobs. Sierra was always so full of life and
caught the eye of every man, married or not, in the town. Sierra wouldn't
actually act on the attention, but she did enjoy the looks of appreciation.
I had just finished my first year of college and was trying to
keep my head down and focus on finding a place for Sierra and I to live
off campus. Sierra had finally been accepted to University and was finishing up her last few odd jobs and was finishing packing. Only twenty
nine days, three hours, and thirty seven minutes until she would be here
in Austin with me. Not that I was counting or anything .... I had just
finished the tour of a tiny two bedroom one bath apartment with a horrible view but amazing location when I received the call. Sierra had been
in an accident-Johnny had been with her and said that she had slipped
off the rafters in Farmer Jack's barn while trying to throw down some
hay. The strange part was I had watched, with horror, Sierra's amazing
balance and grace while running the rafters for many years. Farmer Jack
was in his seventies and hadn't been able to get into the rafters for the
past few years. Since he didn't have any family around Sierra had become his "go to gal" for the side jobs that were piling up.
The next flight home couldn't come fast enough. I had debated driving but knew that the sixteen hour drive would have been
entirely too much for me. I couldn't keep my mind on a single task, or
keep the tears out of my eyes for more than an hour. How could this
have happened to my Sierra? She was so full of life, so skilled at everything she had ever attempted. The more I thought about the circumstances, the more I was convinced that Sierra had not slipped. Something more had happened; in fact, I was going to prove it. The next few
days were a whirl wind of emotions. Sierra's funeral was attended by
everyone in the county it seemed and there was an endless line of people
wanting to show their condolences.
I spent more than a month at home, following Johnny, trying
to find the proof I knew was out there. Our small town sheriff wasn't up
to the task; he was too worried that he might actually have to get off his
lazy butt and do something. He didn't even complete a full investigation.
So there I was in my dad's old beat up 1972 Ford F-150 trying to act
inconspicuous. I was wishing I would have chosen to drive there in my
economic Chevrolet Cavalier, with a working air conditioner, and getting
more than 12 miles to the gallon. My college budget couldn't afford to
run all of the back roads in our town tracking all of Johnny's moves.
Fall is creeping in and I am out of time. I have taken my lack
(1Q
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of evidence, but very good gut instincts to Sheriff Griffin. Of course, he
assures me that he will look into them, and then doesn't.
School crawls on; I have lost my interest in most of my classes.
A few of my professors have asked me to come in during office hours,
but I have no interest in explaining to them my theories. I made that
mistake during my first month back at school. My math professor noticing that I had gone from an A student last semester to a barely D student this semester, and called me into his office to talk. I had grown
close as a student to Professor Stuart last semester and had gone to him
many times to discuss any test scores under ninety five percent. My lack
of interest and attendance had worried Professor Stuart and he was wondering what had happened over the summer. When I told Professor
Stuart about my theory of Johnny having something to do with Sierra's
death, he had seemed honestly interested and concerned. I had bared my
sole to him, letting him know everything I was feeling. In return, I received a letter, phone call, and personal visit from one of the campus
psychology teacher. Apparently Professor Stuart had called Sheriff Griffin. The sheriff had explained that he had investigated
my fears and found
them unprecedented. Stuart and Griffin felt that I was paranoid and not
coping well with the grief.
Our campus psychology professor is also a licensed psychiatrist, so she felt she was going to saveme. I finally agreed to meet with
her and talk about my feelings and apparent paranoia. After a few sessions with Dr. Chelsea, yes she does that "call me doctor but use my
first name so I can pretend we're best friends and you can trust me"
thing, began to prescribe me some antidepressants. She wanted to follow
up with regular therapy and medication checks weekly to make sure that
I was adapting properly. I went along with everything for a while, but
eventually I began to blow Dr. Chelsea off. The whole pretending to
give a crap about myself thing was becoming exhausting. The medications weren't helping anyway; I started to eat my feelings and sleep the
whole day away. I know that I am right but nobody cares about Sierra
like I do. Nobody understands me. I could disappear from the face of
this earth and the only person who would notice would be my landlord
when the rent wasn't slid under his door. I haven't talked to my parents
since I came back to Austin.
They don't believe me either: "Sierra wouldn't want you to stop
living. She would want you to experience life to its fullest." My dad tried
to feed me full of that line. After that brilliant statement I told him to
leave me alone, and let me live my life as I saw fit. I haven't taken any
of his or my mother's call since.
I am completely alone. Why did Sierra have to leave me? Why
couldn't we have gone together? I don't know how to be me without
her in my life. Ever since the first day of preschool, we have been inseparable. Even through my first year at the University, we were
"'
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constantly talking, texting, or e-mailing. I would come home on breaks
and if she had more than three days off in a row she would come crash
with me in my dorm. Sierra always helped me feel alive. When she died
so did a part of me-the part that gave a damn.
My insides feel cold and dead, I don't know how to feel anymore. Could this be the end of my life? So here I stand on an overpass
of the freeway-debating: to let go and be free from the pain, or go back
to my meaningless existence? My fingers ache from my grip on the barrier wall, I think that the motorists have started to notice me. Where do
I fit in? As I begin to ponder, my hand ache becomes unbearable; almost
as unbearable as the hole in my soul. In that moment, I see Sierra. She is
so happy where she is and wants me to come to her. I know what to do;
it's so easy. I just-release. It is the most freeing feeling that I've had
since I received the call. I am weightless; there are no expectations of
how I should be grieving. No expectations of which classes I should be
attending. The twenty extra pounds I gained after beginning my pills
don't bother me at all. Everything is clear; in fact, I know at this moment of freefall that I was always meant to die this way. I feel the bones
in my right arm shatter a moment before a semi-truck finishes the work
and breaks the rest of my body. Everything is so serene, I am whole
again. I am going to Sierra; this is my last thought I have before I slip
into death.
Sweet blissful death ....

. . . . . . . . . I never expected the afterlife to be so loud. Everyone is in
such a rush ...... I wonder where they are going? I can't see anything
but can hear muffled voices that sound concerned. Weird. I thought
everything would be so serene. Where do people have to rush to? Is
there time in the afterlife? So many thoughts fade in and out of my mind
before I fall back into a deep sleep.
----SLEEP? No there isn't sleep in the afterworld! Where am I? my eyes
aren't working. Everything seems a blur, colors and outlines surround
me. Who are all of these faceless people? Sleep takes me again
''Jessica, Jessica, can you hear me?"
"Mom," I croak out the name before I even realize that I'm
awake.
"Jessica, what was going through your head? Are you alright?
Of Course, you're not alright. Why would you... How could you?"
The ranting continued on, but my mind couldn't keep up with all of the
words. The words turned into a strange buzzing noise and faded into
background noise. I could hear a consistent beeping, one that soothed
my thoughts.
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I couldn't remember where I was or how I got there; I knew
my mom was there and that at some point I was going to have to open
my eyes. My mind was a little fuzzy and everything was numb. It was so
nice not to feel anything for a while.
I finally did open my eyes and I realized that I was in a hospital.
Where? I didn't care. I just knew that I hadn't been successful in my
attempt to join Sierra.
The company of my mom and dad did help to fill the hole I
felt from Sierra's death. Not completely, but the unbearable pain that
had been there before was filled by sadness. I was beginning to wonder
about the past few months of my life. I thought of Dr. Chelsea and our
few talks we had during the school year.
Oh no. school! That was a complete bust. During my hospital
stay, I had missed finals in all of my classes; although a perfect score on
all of them wouldn't have pulled my grades out of the hell I had put
them in. I had failed all of my classes for the semester. Where was I to
go? What would I do now? I didn't have Sierra, I lost my scholarship,
my parents don't understand me, and I have nothing left to strive for.
Certainly the University wasn't going to let me come back after the way I
had acted and the lack of motivation that I had shown during the last
semester.
I was at a standstill. I needed to be moving forward, but to
what?
During the next week of my hospital stay I found out that before I had let go, the semi-truck driver had been watching me and had
slowed way down. In my moment of "clarity" I must have missed that.
By the time I let go and fell to the freeway he had slowed down enough
to swerve and miss me, except for my left leg. What I had thought was
him ripping through my body was the nerves from my leg shooting pain
signals throughout my body. I ended up with brain swelling, which was
why I kept falling to sleep. The doctors were trying to keep me in a
coma like state until the swelling subsided to prevent permanent brain
damage. I also had four broken ribs, a crushed left leg that would take
some physical therapy to get back into working condition, two breaks in
my right arm, some pretty nasty bruises, and road rash. The doctors say
it's a miracle that more damage hadn't occurred and it was probably my
relaxed state that had saved me from breaking anymore bones. They had
stopped the internal bleeding and in a few days I would be ready to go
home.
How could I go home without Sierra? Would it ever be bearable to see all of our favorite spots and have the mere memory of her
crush my heart and steal the heat from my soul?
My mother let me know unexpectedly that we would not be
returning home, but would indeed be staying in Austin so that I could
speak with the university administration about my behavior over the

last semester, especially Dr. Chelsea.
Dr. Chelsea over the next few months did help. I agreed to
give therapy a try consistently for six months with the condition that if I
honestly didn't feel or see any improvement I would be able to quit. I
also started taking my antidepressants and felt the initial fatigue and an
overly active appetite. When I spoke with Dr. Chelsea about my concerns she let me know that it was completely normal during the first few
weeks to feel a few side effects. Dr. Chelsea recommended that I started
to jog in the mornings, or go to the gym. She felt that with the increased
serotonin in my system from the medication, if I added the dopamine
from working out I might begin to form good habits that would become
a long term treatment. I don't know about all of that but I did agree to
give it a chance. I don't know why shrinks have to try to give you a big
long lecture about chemicals and why and how they work but this was
her way. I smiled and nodded until the lecture was over, but I did follow
her advice. The first month and a half were much like the first time I
had taken the medication. I expressed my concerns with Dr. Chelsea,
but she insisted that I kept up with the medication and was sure to get
some kind of physical activity in every day. Over time it became easier.
My parents moved to Austin to be closer to me. My father is a
mechanic and my mother is a school teacher so they were able to find
work close to my apartment. I visit them often and my mom keeps constant contact. I think that if I didn't answer my phone for an entire day
and tried to block her out the way I did before, she would come and
track me down. I sometimes wonder if I do have a hidden tracker because she always seems to find me when I need her the most. I still miss
my Sierra and the hole inside me is still there, but I am able to carry on.
I took a semester off of school to work on my grieving, but have been
giving it all of my attention this semester.
When I look back at my dark months after Sierra's death tl1ey
seem to be in a dream state; it's more of a nightmare. The memories
don't seem real: it is like watching someone else in a movie and wanting
to change their actions but being unable to do so. The plot has already
been written. I am still working on me, but I don't feel the unbearable
urge to withdraw from everyone and everything. I do see the wisdom in
my father's words he tried to impart to me all those dark days ago. I
wasn't ready for it then, but he was right. Sierra would want me to live
my life and reach my dreams. She was the best person I knew and this
world is a little darker without her. Darker but not the dark abyss I
made it out to be with my unchecked depression.
The session that convinced me to keep meeting with Dr. Chelsea was the session that she showed me my coping mechanisms. After I
kept obsessing about the case I thought that I had against Johnny, Doc
got a copy of the police report. We went over the entire investigation
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from top to bottom. Sierra was in the rafters and hadn't necessarily
slipped but the wood had become old and damp. The wood rot had
become very slippery and couldn't hold her weight. When Sierra heard
the crack of the wood she tried to shift her weight and jump to another
rafter, but didn't make it in time. The rafter had given out just when she
went to jump, her foot had somehow become entangled and she broke
her neck when she landed. She died instantly. It was hard to think that
fate had taken Sierra in an accidental drop that was only a few feet
shorter than the overpass I had jumped from. I had never even talked to
Johnny to figure out what had truly happened. I didn't care; I just
wanted someone to place the blame on. Dr. Chelsea told me that was
my way of coping with the death. I couldn't believe that mere fate had
taken her from me. I needed someone to blame, someone to direct my
anger towards.
Since the session with the police report, I meet with Dr. Chelsea once a week faithfully for therapy and medication checks. I am still
keeping active and have never physically felt better. I am not completely
back to my carefree happy self I was before the accident, but that form
of me isn't lost either. I have a lot of work to do on me but I am improving every day. Each day I think about Sierra. Sometimes I do get sad
and grieve, but I am finally able to smile a little at fond memories. I will
forever miss her and she will always be a part of my life.
I will see her again in the afterlife, but not anytime in the future. At least not by my own doing. My fate is in God's hands now.

The Chase
Andrew Terry
All ambitions are lost.
No reading, writing,
playing guitar.
My habit has been
taken too far.
Half of it was the addict in me
the other half lie in the pursuit.
I couldn't focus without the hunt.
It brought meaning to my life.
I had to search for the substances.
In a small town I wasn't
going to find a dealer on the corner
slinging dime bags.
There was a rush I found
in the quest for drugs.
Sometimes two blocks down,
but most of the time twenty miles north.
My friend and I were looking for a trailer park,
I asked a man near the gate, you know
where number six is?
Oh, that place!
That's the third trailer
on the left side!
The guy looked like a pill freakcheeks were sucked in,
just a skeletal structure.
The dealer was sitting
in a lawn chair on his porch.
You got the cash?
Yea, I threw him four twenties.
Here's your stash.
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Now we've found a new hook up.
The goal is to always
maintain several dealers.
Now it is time to search for the
back roads so we are all alone.
Usually we head out to the desert.
Much is to be seen in the arid landscape,
and no one to see us.
To be alone, and to become further
separated through the chemicals
that we ingest.
Pills to the foil.
Weed in the pipe.
All that's left is to burn.
Incoherent, but able to function,
we have achieved euphoria.
We sit in a daze,
minds as solitary as the country
That surrounds us.

Take

Your

Time
Haylie Cloward

Have you ever smelt the rain?
Watched the leaves fall silently from the trees?
Stopped somewhere just to pick a couple of flowers?
Or noticed the grass a little greener than yesterday?
Have you ever thanked someone
for a small and simple act?
Or gave a smile and a wave
to a stranger on the street?
Have you ever made someone's day a little brighter,
by a few kind words?
Or expressed your appreciation to another,
With a thank you, or I love you?
Do you pray to the Lord,
And thank him for your time here on earth?
Have you ever realized some people aren't so blessed,
And someone's always got it worse?
Have you ever watched the clouds?
Or listened to the wind sing?
Have you ever thrown a pebble into the pond,
And watched the ripples grow?
Have you ever slept in late,
Fighting to stay in a glorious dream?
Or woke up with a smile on your face,
Because you have been blessed with another day?
If you've never listened to a child's million questions,
Or the silly jokes they tell.
To you I say, "slow down."
And live life in the moment.
Take time to smell the roses,
And time to hear the laughter.
Wake up with no regrets,
For tomorrow is not promised.
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We should be thankful for each day,
Because it is not a given right.
Instead of complaining about work or school
Or the drama in our life.
Take time to seize the day
And time enough for love.
Because time is always ticking
And one day our time will be up.
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The Life of a Twenty Dollar

Bill
Priscilla Sharp

It was a sharp turn into the parking lot, traffic flying at every
nook and cranny. The woman in the old Ford F150 pich.<.1p
still managed to look over and see the man standing on the edge of the curb, the
expression on his scarred face looking like at any point in time he might
step over the gutter line into the oncoming traffic. Holding up a sign
with the one hand that remained on his body, which simply said "I'm
embarrassed to be here, I didn't always look like this or be in this situation, but one day my life was changed. Help isn't expected but it is
greatly appreciated."
The woman pulled on her husband's sleeve and pointed in the
general direction of the man. "Honey, we should get him some food.
Please?" she pleaded.
The man scoffed. "They are like homeless dogs," he said. "If
you feed one then they will come back and soon bring their friends and
expect everything to be handed to them."
She just frowned at him for a long moment of silence until he
finally let out a long drawn out breath of air and said, "Really? Are you
really going to be mad at me if we don't help out yet another lost
cause?" She nodded sternly.
They drove around the parking lot searching for a place to
park amidst the ever moving flock of cars surrounding them. He walked
around to the other side of the car and opened the door for his wife.
She stepped out and grabbed his hand, and swayed slightly with each
step from the extra weight of being pregnant for six months.
She pulled him into Little Caesars and made him buy two bags
of garlic bread and some water. She placed a twenty dollar bill into the
bottom of one of the bags after writing "God bless you. You're more
special than you realize. J.S & L.S." Across the bottom of the money.

It was hurting again, the slight pain in what should have been
his right hand, and unfortunately now all that remained was the stub just
above the bend in his elbow where his forearm should have started.
Phantom pains. They were monotonous things, but they never seemed
to really go away. Some days he swore he could still feel the little itch
most people sometimes get in between their fingers or on his wrist, but
he would reach for it and it would no longer be there. Those are usually
the nights he woke up screaming, remembering the bloody battlefield
that was his old bedroom.
The Ford pulled up and he flinched, half expecting them to
start screaming at him telling him he was a useless piece of flesh and
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didn't deserve to be out on the streets begging for food. It had happened several times that day already. He stared out at the woman with a
friendly smile upon her face. Her husband didn't even glance his way but
gazed out their front windshield. Most people were this way, and it was
easier to ignore their existence than to take note of them.
He walked over to their car as they pulled up. The woman
couldn't even lean out of her car because of the somewhat large belly
pressing against the inside of the door. He couldn't believe the man
wouldn't even help her so she wasn't straining herself trying to help
him,. He almost regretted standing there that morning.
He stepped up to the car and she handed the bag to him with a
smile and said, "It isn't much but I sincerely hope it helps even just a
little bit." He smiled and nodded. He knew if he talked his scratchy
harsh voice could scare her away and he wanted nothing less than to
appear a civil man to this kind woman.
As they drove away, he walked away from his spot and just left
his cardboard sign sitting next to the sign proclaiming "Little Caesars."
He then walked away from all sign of life into a little dark alley where he
knew from sleeping there the night before that it would be safe because
no one except a pile of rags slowly breathing in the corner was staying
there.
Then he slowly ate, savoring each warm fluffy piece. As soon
as he was done, he discarded the bag without even looking closer and
laid his head back, hoping to catch some sleep while the sun was still out
so, it was warmer than through the night.

The little pile of rags slowly lifted her head. She had heard the
man come back from his spot earlier and her heart rate immediately
sped up. The way to win this game was to not move quickly if they assumed you were asleep or even dead then they wouldn't mess with you
or your moment of silence and safety.
As soon as she was sure he had fallen asleep, she quietly walked
over to where he was sitting and began inspecting the trash lying next to
him and all around until she found his empty bag but she was desperate
so she searched all the way through it. That's when the twenty dollar bill
fell out and she gasped loudly, but slapped both hands over her mouth
and stared at the man hoping he wouldn't wake up; all he did was shift
his weight with a small groan.
She dropped to the ground in front of the money and felt a
single tear roll out of her eye, down her cheek, and plop onto the
ground. She picked up the money, and she immediately felt the first hint
of hope could almost feel the relief it would be to have something sanitary inside her stomach.

Then she walked quickly over to the Little Caesars store trying
not to think of how she'd ended up on the streets. A father who had
abused her mom, her eight year old brother, and her, until one day he
had gone too far and her mom's body ended up buried in their back
yard. She had immediately escaped taking her little brother to their
aunt's house, but she also had it rough with her own three kids so she
knew she couldn't stick around and in the middle of the night she left
out the back door hopping fences until she made it into the darker side
of town all alone.
She pulled the door open. It was heavy for her small frame and
she struggled a little but tried not to show it, then felt the warm air
smelling faintly of pizza and breadsticks hit her face and she tried not to
cringe at the cramp forming in her stomach from the intense hunger.
She stepped up to the counter and plastered a smile on her face and said
"Hello. Could I get one of your pepperoni pizzas?"
The cashier, a small woman, scowled and said ''Well, do you
have any money 'cause we don't just hand them out for free you know."
She nodded holding up the twenty dollar bill and, for the first
time, read the inscription on the bottom of the money. As tears filled
her eyes, she thought about the man back inside the alley way. Whoever
had given him this money was obviously stupid because they were just
street rats, not special or important to anyone.
"Hello!" The little woman almost shouted impatiently "I've
been talking to you for several minutes would you pay attention?"
She shook her head to clear her thoughts and said, "Oh I
apologize I didn't hear you, what did you say?"
"Here is your pizza take it and get out of here before I call my
manager." She spat out at the little girl.
They traded the money for the pizza and the little woman
handed her change back to her and quickly pulled her hand away as
though simply touching her hand would pass on her poverty.
The ache in her stomach seemed to go away for a moment as
the girl stepped outside of the doors and walked back to her alley.

The little woman glanced back into the background checking
that all of her co-workers weren't looking over in her direction and
started to put the twenty dollar bill into the front pocket of her jeans the
same way she had been pocketing money for months, but she paused as
she saw the words at the bottom of the money. At that moment, her
manager came around the corner and grabbed her arm. ''What do you
think you're doing?" He shouted at her.
"LL.I was just inspecting this twenty because it came from one
of the homeless rats out there on the street and I had to make sure it
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wasn't fake." She stuttered her way through her sentence.
This cruel man with little beady black eyes looked down on this
tiny woman and scowled, '"You were about to stick this money in your
dirty little pocket!"
She wasn't sure how to talk her way out of this one and she
braced herself for the moment when he would tell her she was fired.
The thought of her seven year old son back at home and the fact she
had no idea how she was going to provide for him when this job fell
through, struck her as she realized she was going to turn into one of the
homeless rats she and her co-workers feared coming into their store
every day. Then she remembered the little girl who had come into their
store earlier and the very same money which had passed through her
hands was now getting her into so much trouble.
A tall man with a sour look on his face stepped through the
doors and saw the big man gripping the little woman's arm and stepped
behind the counter to throw the man's arm off the little lady and
grabbed his arm, sticking a gun into his side. He looked at the little
woman and said, "Give me all of your money right now or his guts are
going to stain your floor and your pretty face."
She felt like her whole world was thrown off balance, was this
really happening? o, it couldn't be. This kind of thing only happened in
movies and, at any moment, the cops would show up and no one would
die.
She handed the man the twenty dollar bill which was still in her
hand first and then proceeded to empty out the till, handing him all the
money inside and what was left in her own pockets and what was in the
managers pockets as well, the other three employee's just stood in the
background remaining silent and doing nothing except for one lanky boy
who pulled out his phone from in his pocket and behind his back dialed
911.
The man let go of the manager and ran out the door, jumping
into the huge black full size van and tore out of the parking lot like a bat
out of hell.

The poor little woman's face had almost been comical, this
man thought as he drove away. She thought he was going to be her
knight in shining armor and save her from this man who appeared to be
her manager or something and then he'd shocked all three of them. He
glanced down in his lap and saw a twenty dollar bill laying on his lap
with tiny writing at the bottom he picked it up and read "God bless you.
You're more special than you realize. J.S & L.S." at the end of the
slightly crumpled bill and scoffed aloud.
I.I')
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That money was nothing. Obviously someone who hadn't ever
had it hard in life and was trying to pass on some ridiculous idea of hope
for those who didn't need that kind of misleading. He thought back to
his childhood growing up with two parents, neither of them drank or
mean, who drug him to church every single Sunday and he sat as the fat
man stood at his little spot to preach to them like he knew it all, but then
he rebelled the first time his fist had met with his dad's face, he took off
living in this van and stealing all he needed.
He looked in the rear view mirror and saw the red and blue
flashing lights chasing fast after him. Smiling, he took a sharp right off
the main road into the suburbs and dodged through all the people either
running across the road or getting into their vehicles.
The thought popped in his mind. There was no way they could
have already figured out it was him who had robbed that Little Caesars
so he pulled off to the side of the road and waited for one of the officers
to come up to the window.
"Good evening sir," The officer said as he stepped up to the
vans window and looked inside "Have you by chance been by the Little
Caesars back up the road about a mile or so?"
He shook his head and put on a polite smile ."No sir. Actually,
I was just headed to my girlfriend's house so if there is nothing that you
need I guess I will be on my way."
He started rolling up the window when the officer placed his
hand on it and said ''We need you to step out of the vehicle, son, real
nice and slow. It will go easier for you if you comply."
The man immediately pulled the gun out of the side pocket in
his jacket and shot the cop directly through the throat, then threw his
van into drive and slammed his gas pedal all the way to the ground as he
pulled away from the curb and checked his rear view mirror and
watched the officer drop to his knees before falling on his face. His attention was pulled away from the road for too long and he was going
too fast by the time he looked back he couldn't even swerve away from
the Ford F 150 coming in the other lane which he was in and he
slammed head-on into the truck. He watched the odd written on twenty
dollar bill float out the window as the blood rolled out of his mouth and
his head flopped to the side, his eyes closed almost peacefully.

The man driving the Ford F150 wasn't even looking at the
road. His little pregnant wife in his passenger seat had captured his attention and he couldn't stop thinking about the armless hobo that they
had given the food to. He felt like his wife wasn't telling him something
so he turned to her and asked "Did you give money to that hobo?"
She blushed slightly and said ''Well, what we have we have to
share and it was only right, plus I put a very nice note on the bottom
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of it. Do you want to know what it was?"
He scoffed and shook his head but he knew she was going to
tell him anyways so he said "Sure, why not?"
''Well I said 'God bless you. You're more special than you realize. J.S & L.S." She looked at him with a big smile.
He glared and turned back to look at his wife. ''Why on earth
would you put that on money! Don't you realize that we could get in
trouble for that or what if someone stalked us down and decided to kidnap you or the baby? Don't you ever think?"
She felt the tears flow into her eyes as she tried to keep positive, until she looked up and saw the van in their lane with the driver not
paying attention at all. "Look out!" She shouted minutes before they
were smashed into.
The man looked up and felt the blood running down his hairline in his eyes. He swiped furiously at the blood, trying to turn in his
seat so he could see his wife but the dash had crushed his legs and his
upper body was being held by the steering wheel. He managed to turn
his head to the right and saw his wife's body crushed bleeding profusely
down the side of her body. He heard the ambulances coming, then sent
a silent prayer hoping they would reach them in time and he saw the
Jaws of Life open up and start tearing into the side of his truck, he yelled
"Please save my wife and my baby!"
They were loaded into the ambulance before the EMT's could
get him out and he pleaded for them to let him go with but they said
they needed to hurry to the hospital and he couldn't go with them.
He sat on the ground beside his broken truck. His legs and
arms still worked perfectly. He looked on the ground beside the van that
had changed his life forever and saw the twenty dollar bill laying on the
ground. He crawled over beside it and picked it up.
The ride to the hospital felt like it had taken a million years
instead of just a few minutes. He jumped out of the car and felt the
sharp pain in his right leg just above his ankle. He ignored it he walked
through the halls, asking each nurse as he passed them where his wife
was.
Finally, he reached the doctor who stopped him by placing a
gentle hand on his shoulder. "Your wife's heart stopped the minute she
made it to the hospital, but we were able to save your baby. You have a
little girl, but she is very premature and we aren't sure if she will make it.
Would you like to take her off tl1e oxygen and take her out of her misery
or keep her alive for a while longer?"
The man's heart skipped, and he stumbled away from the doctor, sitting hard on a bench he felt the weird lump in his pocket and
pulled out the twenty dollar bill. The memories flooded fast as he heard
himself yelling at his wife all those times he got mad at her for being so
optimistic and wanting to help everyone, but that silly little inscrip-

tion on the bottom broke his heart and he ran to grab the doctor "No!
Keep my baby on the oxygen, she has to live." Then fell to his knees,
unconscious.
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The Footless

Witch
Samantha Strongberg

My room is dark and scary
I am but five years old
No choice of when I go to bed
I do just as I am told
Mommy says there's nothing to fear
She lies, I see very little light
My bedroom door is slightly cracked
But there, a shadow in my sight
The darkness forms into a woman
Her nose, pointy as a knife
Her fingers are disfigured
I fear she's here to take my life
She floats across my bedroom
She has no shoes, no feet
She hovers over my small bed
She's determined for me to lose sleep
I feel her breathing over my covers
They are draped clear over my head
The protection of my blanket
Will not keep me from the dead
I feel her lean against my side
She does not go away
I try to call for Mommy
But on my chest the witch does lay
She scares me as I feel her hands
Touch over my head of hair

Her gangly fingers covered in warts
I'm losing time to spare
My lungs burst out a long droning scream
My Mommy bursts into the room
I tell her of the footless witch
Who will come to get me soon
Mother looks scared as she lays in my bed
She too, looks around at the shadows
"There, there sweetheart, Mommy is here"
And suddenly nothing else matters.
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6 Things

at Which

a Tear Can Shed
Samantha Strongberg

1
The loss of a loved one
Noc one person can bear it
Alone, isolation from the world
2
The breaking of a hean
The heightened enses
Fear, never co u-ust again
3
The dream slipping away
The fading of your mind
Hopelessness, rock bottom
4
The binh of a child
Oh the joyous feeling
Light, there in the arms of the mother
5
The creation of love
A feeling unknown bur gladly accepted
Bliss, meaning of life surfaces again
6
The succession of dreams
At last, what an accomplishment
Perfection it is not, but close-so close

Now Offering: How to Survive a
Zobmie Apocalypse
Katrina Wood
My alarm clock went off at six, as it always did, to the overplayed and over-rated anthem, "Call Me Maybe." The moment it did, I
shot out of my bed and rushed over to the stupid device in a desperate
attempt to turn it off as quickly as possible. The last thing I wanted for
my first day of school was to have that song stuck in my head. Just as I
was about to slide the switch off, the song took a drastic turn for the
unordinary.
Midway into the "Hey I just met you," stanza, the singer suddenly started yelping, "They've got me. They've got me!" She screamed
dramatically, which left me shaking my head and sighing. Did she really
have to be so theatrical? At least artists like Paramore actually fought off
the zombies. People like her just screamed and ... well, got eaten.
After a series of half-dead moans and high pitched screams
boomed from the clock, the sound of a man's voice took over. 'We interrupt our regular broadcasting for a special news bulletin: it is official!
The Zombie Apocalypse has started. What you need to know to survive,
today at six!" Before he could continue, I switched the device off.
"No duh." And with that, I got dressed into my nicest outfit
and headed upstairs.
I had a simple and quick breakfast of cereal and yogurt, and
then I put on my helmet and goggles and grabbed my backpack. I gave
my mom a hug, patted my dog and, without another word, headed outside to my private jet, which had been painted blue and yellow for the
special occasion.
The ride to school was rather uneventful. I listened to my favorite song on my headphones, doodled a bit, and even played an entire
round of Phase Ten with the other guests. However, the pilot had a heart
-attack; I found myself jumping from the plane along with whoever else
had their parachutes-which surprisingly, was a very small number.
Those of us who did jump were lucky enough to land in the
school pool, though it gave the swim team quite a scare when we landed.
Fortunately, the team quickly forgave us for the intrusion and was even
nice enough to help gather the items from the pool. Once the last of the
possessions were gathered, the team continued practice as I hurried off
into the school to meet up with my friends.
Sadly, though, I was only able to find a few of my friends. The
rest of them had disappeared over the summer break (the zombies had
probably caught them, no doubt), so I was left with a less than adequate
:::rrp
to spend my time w;th. Despite this, I concinu,d on w;th my d,y

like normal; comparing schedules, chatting about boys, and exchanging
our favorite zombie killing techniques.
Before anyone knew it, it was time to head off to the first period class. On my way there, I glanced at my schedule to make sure I was
heading in the right direction-Vampire Slaying 101 with Buffy-before
dashing into the classroom in a dramatic fashion. My first class consisted
of my regular classmates; Jim Shorts, Holly Wood, Iwana Hakaloie, Ben
Dover, Hanate-Wakuso-Shizeo-Tadashite-Teriyaki-Suzuki-Honda-Civic,
Bob, James Bond, and a few others whose names managed to escape me.
I didn't spend any time trying to remember names, though,
because I knew that I had to get to my seat before the bell rang. If I was
caught wandering about when the bell sounded, there was a great chance
of getting marked tardy. Or worse: they'd feed me to the zombies.
Shuddering at the thought, I dashed to my desk and sat down without
blinking an eye. Hopefully, the teacher would be kind to students ...
When the bell chimed and the teacher finally entered, my hopes
shot straight down the drain and into the deepest pit of the Inferno.
Standing before us was a man with eyes like honey, reddish-blondish hair
that was perfectly perfect, and paper white skin that-when it caught
glimpses of sunlight-glittered like diamonds. At that moment, I wanted
to scream. And to my surprise I actually did, along with the rest of the
class.
Edward Cullen smirked as he stated, "Well class, I-" But no
one dared to let him finish. At that moment everyone charged. Seconds
later, he was screaming, "My hair, my hair! Not my luxurious hair!"
While the substitute teacher was mauled to death, I snuck away.
Perhaps I could find a friend in the library, or even in another class. As I
ran down the hall, I suddenly smacked into someone. I fell flat on my
butt, even though the person I had crashed into hadn't. How had he
kept his ground so well?
"Running in the halls during class?" When the man spoke, I
stopped wondering about how he hadn't fallen and began wondering
how he had arrived so early at the school since he had to travel so far. I
looked up to see him shaking his head at me. ''Well, this is a problem."
I swallowed. "I'm sorry, Professor Snape."
He simply growled. "Sorry doesn't cut it, you preppy little mudblood. Eight-hundred-thousand points from Blue Team."
I didn't know what else to say other than, "Drat." Sadly, as I
turned, I found myself face to face with some zombies, including one
who looked just like Michael Jackson.
Squealing, I backed away as quickly as I could as I pulled Excalibur from my scabbard. "Back, you beasts!" I yelled, "Or I will send
you back to Canada!"

I
As expected, the half-dead humans simply continued moving
toward me, moaning the entire time as "Thriller" began to echo
throughout the school. I shook my head and growled, and without another thought, I yelled and ran at them with my team appearing around
me. On my right side was Aslan and on my left was K.atniss. Behind me
was an army of dwarves. We yelled as we charged, ready for anything.
Just as I was about to strike the first zombie, I sat up out of my bed, my
brow furrowed. What on earth ... ?
I found myself back in my room, my sister having already left
the room, and my alarm singing "Call Me Maybe" once again. For a moment, I simply sat there with my eyes wide, and my mouth in a wordless
gap. How on ... why did ... what? Sighing, I shook my head and got out
of bed, making my way over to my alarm clock. It was better to just
shake it off. There was no point reflecting on something so odd, especially since I had such a long day ahead of me.
I took a deep breath as I reached my alarm clock. Just as I was
about to move the switch off, the song took a turn for the unordinary.
The singer started screaming and yelling, "They've got me! They've got
me!" And at that moment, my eye started twitching involuntarily. Without another word, I flipped the switch off, ran to my bed, and pulled the
covers over my head. Maybe a few more times waking up would do the
trick ...
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Meteorite
Brynne Hunt
Once upon a time there was Brynne and there was Chase. She
was like fire, always running and leaping at fingers, not trying to hurt,
but doing so in the process of her curiosity. He was like ice, distant and
strange, but cool to touch, never giving away more than frosted fingertips on her flaming heart. They lived in a world of gold and butterflies, a
place with bright walls and fluorescent bulbs that could destroy any semblance of darkness. Eternally, they fed from rolling rivers of golden
honey that tasted sweeter than anything a human has ever experienced.
It was the proverbial garden, covered in golden light, but once in a
while, the gold went away.
Once in a very great while, the lights went out and the shadows
came, covering the walls and leaving stains as they slid. Once in a while
the honey held poisons that tasted just as sweet. The sweetness seemed
to mask even the worst poison, allowing them to continue feasting on
the honey, although every mouthful pained the stomach. It was all surreally beautiful, not a cloud in sight. The dream state was vivid and beautiful, but every dreamer has to wake up at some point. Every dream ends.
Up to the end, the light seemed infinite, the walls so white and
beautiful seemed never to fall, but they did. And when they all tumbled
down, down, down into dark blackness, the laughter turned to screams
and the happiness to anger. There was no more love in this magical
place; it had all faded into tangible nothingness. Everything good
seemed to be slipping, slipping, away from them ...
Once upon a time, there was Brynne and Chase. They were a
shooting star. The light was bright, the heat was comfortable, and the
view was gone as soon as it appeared; a meteorite burning up in the atmosphere. Fire and Ice. Brynne and Chase.

Abusive
Brynne Hunt
Cover your ears
and close your eyes,
forget his words,
sail to paradise.
This abuse is not your fault
and his "love" does not exist
if being with him
makes you want to desist.
"I won't do it again"
is just one more lie
to pull you back in
until the day you die
at his hand.
Maybe it will be
a mercy to finally
be able to leave.
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Weak
Brynne Hunt
I sit at my desk,
not really working.
Just thinking about her.
That stupid Harley Quinn.
What on earth will I do with her?
"Yoo-Hoo! Mistah Jaaaaay!"
There she is now.

I turn to see her dressed
in that lingerie she knows I love.
Damn her.
Damn her for making me want her.
Damn her for giving me the chills.
Damn her for being the one thing I can't kill.
Damn her for making me weak.
She's up behind me now,
rubbing my shoulders,
whispering in my ear.

I try

imagine shooting her
or beating her
or choking her,
but it doesn't help.
to

In a rage, I slam my fist down,
turn,
throw her,
grab knife,
advance.
"Aren't I good to you, Harley-kins?
Don't I treat you so well?"

No answer.
I kick her hard.
Just sobs.
Kick,
lunge,
choke.
Watch the life drain
from those blue eyes,
round and beautiful.
Watch her accept it,
and give up fighting
because she takes my will
as the right way.
DAMN HER!

I can't kill her ...
I can't.
Release,
stand,
walk away,
turn back.
"Now Harley,
We've talked about this.
Never distract me when I'm working."
Turn,
walk,
sit,
think.
Damn that girl for making me so weak.
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Mother
Carrie Anne
Emotion
A gift from creation
The power to choose
Love
To create
Love
To choose
Or archive full
She weighs each cost
Forged until eons
Wore us Out
Still we go on
She demands more

Sapiens
Carrie Anne
Picture three predators
Now, name three prey
See their eyes?
Look straight
Directly into a mirror
You're wise
Maybe that is why
Danger
Is her favorite color

(Thanks to Eliza Olsenfor helpingtoprovidethefinal linesfor thispoem)
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